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Abstract—During the last years, digital lecture libraries and
lecture video portals have become more and more popular.
However, finding efficient methods for indexing multimedia still
remains a challenging task. Since the text displayed in a lecture
video is closely related to the lecture content, it provides a
valuable source for indexing and retrieving lecture contents. In
this paper, we present an approach for automatic lecture video
indexing based on video OCR technology. We have developed
a novel video segmenter for automated slide video structure
analysis and a weighted DCT (discrete cosines transformation)
based text detector. A dynamic image constrast/brightness
adaption serves the purpose of enhancing the text image quality
to make it processible by existing common OCR software.
Time-based text occurence information as well as the analyzed
text content are further used for indexing. We prove the
accuracy of the proposed approach by evaluation.

Keywords-video OCR; video segmentation; e-learning; mul-
timedia retrieval; recorded lecture videos.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade tele-teaching and lecture video portals

have become more and more popular. The amount of lecture

video data available on the World Wide Web (WWW) is

constantly growing. Thus, the challenge of finding lecture

video data on the WWW or within lecture video libraries

has become a very important and challenging task.

We focus our research on such lecture recordings having

been produced by state-of-the-art lecture recording systems

like tele-TASK [6]. The development of tele-TASK began

in 2001; today, more than 3200 lectures have already

been recorded using tele-TASK systems which are available

on [10]. With this kind of a system, we are able to record the

lecure video such that we combine two video streams: the

main scene of lecturers which is recorded by using a video

camera, and the second which captures the images projected

onto the screen during the lecture through a frame grabber.

We synchronize the frame grabber output with the video

camera so that each slide can be linked to a video recording

segment. In this way, indexing two-part lecture videos can

be performed by indexing the slide videos only.

Content-based retrieval within video data can be per-

formed by automated extraction of textual metadata. Tech-

niques from standard OCR, which focus on high resolution

scans of printed (text) documents, have to be improved

and adapted to be also applicable for video OCR. In video
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Figure 1. The entire system workflow. After having segmented the frame
sequence, text detection is performed on every single key frame in order
to find text occurences. The resulting text objects are then used for text
recognition; this includes enhancing the text images and passing them to
an OCR engine which eventually returns the desired text transcript.

OCR, the text within video frame has to be automated

localized and separated from its background and the image

quality enhancement have to be applied before standard

OCR procedures can process the text successfully.

In this paper, we propose an entire workflow for both

the structural segmentation of lecture videos and the video

OCR analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We developed a video

segmenter based on fast connected component (CC) analysis

and slide transition recognition. For text localization, we

realized a weighted DCT-based text detector–this kind of text

detector is invariant to font size and style while it provides

suitable runtime efficiency. An edge-filter-based refinement

algorithm completes the text detection process by supplying

text bounding boxes of high accuracy. Usually, text within

the bounding boxes has different resolutions and comes with

a heterogeneous background and a difficult contrast ratio that

often prohibits valid OCR results. In order to resolve this
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Figure 2. An example lecture video from tele-TASK [10]. Video 2 shows
the speaker giving his lecture, whereas his presentation is played in video 1.

issue, the processing continues with image size adaption and

dynamic contrast/brightness adaption to improve the image

quality. Finally, we process all quality-enhanced text lines

by using common OCR engine.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents

related work, whereas the sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 describe

our proposed framework in detail. Experimental results are

provided in section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper with

an outlook on future work.

II. RELATED WORK

[3] propose an automated system for authoring hyperme-

dia lecture recordings. They use a VGA frame grabber to

extract the slide frames and a common OCR tool on the

extracted frames for text recognition. Instead of applying

the video segmentation process, OCR is executed on every

extracted slide frame. This is much less efficient concerning

computation time and implies a large amount of redundan-

cies. Furthermore, they don’t make use of a text localization

process to identify text regions. Therefore, the recognition

accuracy of their approach is much lower than our system’s.

[9] use the automatic speech recognition (ASR) output

for lecture video retrieval. However, since ASR for lec-

ture videos is still an active research area, most of those

recognition systems have poor recognition rates degrading

the indexing and the retrieval yet.

[4] experiment with differently weighted DCT coefficients

in order to improve the accuracy of their text detection. Their

test images have a fixed size of 256× 256 pixels only, and

the weight functions are not suitable for frames with larger

resolutions.

[2] present a text location method using image corner

points and edge maps to reduce false alarms. The edge re-

fining methods increase the detection accuracy significantly,

however, their statical thresholding methods are not suitable

for videos of different genres.

III. VIDEO SEGMENTATION

By decomposing the video into a set of representative key

frames, we are able to index the video. These selected frames
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Figure 3. Segmentation workflow. (Step 1) Adjacent frames are compared
with each other by applying Connected Components Analysis on their
differential edge maps. (Step 2) Title and content region analysis ensure
that only actual slide transitions are captured.

will be processed in other steps later, since they capture and

encapsulate the entire video content.

Regarding the characteristics of lecture videos, we can

see that the retrieval of video contents can be achieved

through the extraction of text information from slide videos:

Fig. 2 shows an example lecture video that consists of two

video streams showing the speaker and the current slide

respectively—in such kind of videos, each part of the video

can be associated to a corresponding slide. Hence, we carry

out the analysis of the slide video stream in our study.

The segmentation process can be achieved by using frame

differencing metrics which take both image structure and

color distribution into account. The global pixel difference

metric has commonly been used for determining slide seg-

ments. One deficiency of this method is that the high-

frequency image noise within video frames can still degrade

the segmentation accuracy.

Observing the slide video stream, we can see that video

contents such as texts, figures, tables etc. can all be consid-

ered as a collection of connected components (CCs). There-

fore, the difference between two frames can be determined

by calculating the difference of the amount of CCs. In this

way, we are able to control the valid size of CCs so that

the image noise can be removed from the comparison. We

have investigated several CC algorithms and finally chose

the most efficient one according to [1].

Our segmentation algorithm consists of two steps (cf.

Fig. 3): In the first step, the entire slide video is analyzed.

For reasons of efficiency, we do not perform the analysis on

every video frame; instead, we established a time interval of

one second. Therefore, our video segmenter considers only

one frame per second (fps), i. e. for a 25-fps-encoded video,

only one frame of 25 is considered.

Subsequently, we create the differential edge map of two

adjacent frames and perform the CC analysis on this map. In

order to ensure that each newly emerging knowledge point

or newly added figure within a slide can be detected, we

have identified the segmentation threshold value Ts1 . This

means that a new segment is captured if the number of CCs
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Figure 4. Slide content distribution. Title and content act as indicators for
actual slide transitions and are thus analyzed in the second step.

of a differential image exceeds Ts1 .

The results of the first segmentation step is too redundant

for indexing, since they contain the progressive build-up of a

complete final slide over sequence of partial versions. Hence,

the segmentation process continues with the second step that

aims to find the actual slide page transition based on the

frames detected in the first step.

After a statistical analysis of large amounts of slide

videos, we defined the content distribution of the most

commonly used slide style (cf. Fig. 4). Let Rt and Rc

denote the title and the content regions in Fig. 4 which

account for 23% and 70% of the entire frame height

respectively. If the amount of CCs in the differential edge

image for Rt exceeds the threshold Ts2 , a slide page

transition is captured. Otherwise, in Rc , we detect the first

text lines top-down and bottom-up respectively, and perform

the corresponding CC differencing analysis on these text line

bounding sequences from two adjacent frames. If both of the

two difference values exceed Ts2 , a slide page transition is

also captured. In our study, Ts1 and Ts2 have been set to

20 and 5 respectively. All thresholds were learned on our

training data.

IV. TEXT DETECTION

Text detection is the first task performed for video OCR.

Our approach is not executed on every video frame due to

reasons of efficiency. But on the key frames we obtained

during the video segmentation process. For managing de-

tected text lines, a text line object class is defined with

the following properties: bounding box location (the top-

left corner position) and size, start time, end time, and

text content. After the coarse detection phase, a text region

refinement procedure ensures the validity of our results.

A. DCT Text Detector

We have implemented a weighted DCT-based text detec-

tor, subsequently referred to as DCT detector. The advantage

of the DCT detector is its computational efficiency compared

to the classifier-based detector, because it does not require

a training period. However, for visually different video

sequences, a parameter adaption is necessary. In order to

determine the most suitable parameter combination for all

Figure 5. Refined bounding boxes from text detection. The results are
automatically verified in order to remove false alarms.

video types of our test set, we have developed an automated

exhaustive test.

In image processing, the DCT exhibits excellent energy

compaction for highly correlated images. "An uncorrelated

image has its energy spread out, whereas the energy of a cor-

related image is packed into the low frequency region" [4].

Regarding text detection, text is usually uncorrelated with

the image background (e.g. overlay text, slide text). There-

fore, we are able to distinguish text blocks from the rest of

the image by using DCT.

The DCT processing workflow for a single frame is

depicted in Fig. 6: First, DCT is executed block by block

on a video frame (cf. Fig. 6 (b)). The original DCT block

size used in [4] is 8 × 8 pixels which has proven to be

insufficient for our purpose. Therefore we decided to use

16× 16 pixel blocks for DCT with various overlaps. Since

texts usually occur in the mid-frequency region, we apply

weight functions to reduce the noise in the uninteresting

regions while enhancing the text regions.

We apply the linear and quadratic weight functions pro-

posed by [4]. In addition, we define a weight function WE
for 16× 16 DCT:

WE(x, y) =

⎧⎨
⎩

C(x, y)2 for T1 ≤ x + y ≤ T2,
1 ≤ x, y ≤ 16,

0 otherwise

where WE(x, y) is the weighted block energy, C(x, y) is the

DCT coefficient, and T1, T2 are thresholds (cf. Fig. 6 (c)).

A subsequent normalization method NE converts the

weighted DCT frames into greyscale images:

NE(x, y) = 255× WE(x, y)−min(WE)

max(WE)−min(WE)
,

where NE(x, y) is the normalized value (cf. Fig. 6 (d)).

Then, we apply the Otsu thresholding method [5] to

binarize the normalized image (cf. Fig. 6 (e)). Ultimately,

morphological erosion and delation are used to create a

binary mask where text candidate regions are indicated by

white pixels (cf. Fig. 6 (f)).

To determine the best combination of parameters, we

have performed an automated exhaustive test for various

parameter combinations that resulted in the parameter set

given in Table I.
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Figure 6. Workflow of the DCT-based text detection. (b) First, DCT processes the image in blocks of size 16× 16 (with overlaps). (c) Weight functions
help to reduce noise. (d) The frame is converted into a normalized grayscale image. (e) Otsu thresholding is applied to binarize the image. (f) Finally, a
binary mask indicating candidate regions with white color is created through morphological erosion and delation.

B. Text Region Refinement

To extract proper text lines from the candidate text regions

being delivered by the DCT detector, we apply a refinement

procedure. [2] propose a vertical and a horizontal image

decomposition procedure using Sobel edge maps that we had

to extend: [2] were able to apply a statical edge threshold,

because a single video genre (CNN news) had been consid-

ered only—we have applied our algorithm able to consider

different video genres by using a dynamic thresholding

algorithm.

First, we calculate the image entropy value. If it exceeds

a value of 4.81, the edge threshold Te is set to 140 (i. e.,

pixels exceeding this value are identified as edge points). In

our test runs, the entropy values were in the range of 2.0
and 5.7. We found out that if the image entropy exceeds a

value of 4.81, a statical Te value of 140 is sufficient for the

refinement. If the entropy value is lower than 4.81, the edge

threshold can be computed as follows:

Ep = 0.307− 0.048× entropy

Et
Te→ Eafterthresholding = Ep × Et,

with Ep being the edge percentage after thresholding and

Et the sum of horizontal and vertical edge points. All fixed

parameter values were taken from our test runs.

After the text region decomposition, we perform a text

box verification procedure to remove false alarms. We have

implemented the size constraint, horizontal-vertical-aspect-

ratio constraint and fill-factor constraint described in [2].

Fig. 5 shows the results after verification, which is the final

output of the text detection.

V. TEXT RECOGNITION

Texts in video frames have often poor resolution and

heterogeneous background. To enable an efficient way of

processing the detected text line objects, we apply an image

quality enhancement process. To resolve the problem of

having low-resolution images, we enlarge text line images

with fonts smaller than 40 pixels text height using bicubic

interpolation. Then, we remove the background by a subse-

quent adaptive image contrast and brightness adjustment.

Dynamic Contrast/Brightness Adaption

By applying the dynamic contrast and brightness adjust-

ment, the grayscale text line images are converted to an

image showing black font on almost plain white background.

The workflow of the algorithm is depicted in Fig. 7, where

m and sd denote the median and standard deviation of the

image histogram, with Ts as the threshold value for sd.
First, the image contrast is adapted until m equals 255 or

0. Subsequently, sd is adapted until it reaches its threshold

Ts. If sd exceeds Ts, the image’s brightness is gradu-

ally increased—otherwise, its contrast is increased until sd
reaches Ts. When the image contrast reaches its maximum

while sd is still smaller than Ts, we increase the image

brightness until sd reaches its maximum. For our purpose,

we chose a fixed value of 100 for the standard deviation

threshold Ts. Fig. 8 shows several result images from our

trials.

VI. RESULT DISCUSSION

We integrated the results gained from segmentation and

OCR processing into our web portal. The tele-TASK system
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Table I
RESULTS OF EXHAUSTIVE TESTS FOR PARAMETER COMBINATIONS OF DCT PROCESSING METHODS

DCT overlap Weight function Binarization Erosion/dilation times T1 T2

3 weight function for 16× 16 blockwise DCT Otsu thresholding 3 9 21
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Figure 7. Workflow of the dynamic adaptive contrast and brightness
adjustment. After applying the algorithm, the text appears black on a plain
white background. m and sd denote the median and standard deviation of
the image histogram, Ts is the threshold value for sd.
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Figure 8. Example resulting images of dynamic contrast/brightness
adaption. Contrary to the originals, the revised images are suitable for being
processed by OCR engines, as the background has been removed.

makes all recorded videos available to the public via its

web interface which is implemented using Django, a python

web framework1. Based on a plug-in architecture formerly

written for our project [7], we are able to embed new

sections into existing pages or even expand features like

the search function easily. In the following, we describe

enhancements of the web portal using the extracted data.

For every lecture, tele-TASK offers a page showing all in-

formation concerning it. Furthermore, the users are presented

with the tags and ratings corresponding to the lecture—

signed-in users have the possibility to add new tags or

create playlists of lectures. Aside from that, there are pages

providing the videos in different formats like Flash and Real.
These two kinds of pages are thus favorable for adding the

extracted information.

1https://www.djangoproject.com/

We extended the overview page first. On this page, there

is no video to combine the data with; instead, the first

suggestion was to display all slides belonging to a lecture,

giving users a brief impression of the presentation. One issue

about this option is the varying number of slides between

different lectures—most consist of 10 to 20 slides whereas

some contain more than hundred. Displaying all slides on

the page would result in a big loading effort and huge space

consumption thus. Therefore, we implemented an image

gallery for the website allowing users to browse through a

large number of slides. Using the same slide gallery, we also

refined the video page, yet extending it slightly: By scripting

additional functionality to the video player, we cause the

video to jump to the corresponding position if a user clicks

on a slide. As a result, this provides an easy method to

navigate inside the video, even to parts which are not loaded

yet.

In addition to the direct presentation, it is possible to

embed the obtained data into the website’s search function

by using it as metadata the search engine interprets. This

approach expands the search space with new keywords and

probably helps to find a larger amount of more accurate

results. The existing plug-in interfaces used in our web portal

[8] allow an easy integration of new data for the search by

adding the OCR-generated data in the same way as data

from user-created tags.

The same information could also be used to detect sim-

ilarities between different lectures. Therefore, we have to

filter it to find suitable keywords for comparing the lectures.

This method requires a higher amount of data preparation

than just adding the data to the search function, because

filtering is an important step to lower the number of false

positive results when comparing two objects. Thus, the use

of stop word lists and content-related dictionaries can help

achieving better results. This part is still in development in

order to further improve lecture interconnections and the

search function.

VII. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We restricted on testing the efficiency of the video seg-

mentation, text detection and text recognition algorithms

on test videos and single video frames. Our test data set

consists of lecture videos and video frames from the tele-
TASK project [10]. The test data is available at [11]. We

randomly chose 20 lecture videos from different lecturers

with varying layouts and font styles for the estimation of

our segmentation algorithm; in order to evaluate the text

detection and recognition procedures, we used 180 video
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Table II
TEXT DETECTION RESULTS FOR THE DCT DETECTOR

Recall Precision F1 Measure
Pixel-based 0.95 0.85 0.90

Bounding-box-based 0.88 0.82 0.85

test frames including respective manual text annotations.

Overall, our test data set contains 2997 text lines, 12533
words, and 76099 characters. The video frame sizes vary

between 640× 480 pixels and 1024× 768 pixels.

A. Evaluation of Video Segmentation

Our slide video segmenter achieves segmentation recall

and precision: 98% and 95%, respectively. The detailed

evaluation data for each video is available at [11]. Since

our algorithm is defined for slide videos (like presentations),

videos embedded within slides are not considered in our

evaluation.

B. Evaluation of Text Detection

In order to evaluate our text detection methods, we

selected 180 key frames from the segmentation results.

Then, we applied the following, commonly used evalua-

tion methodology: We distinguish between a pixel-based

evaluation, where the percentage of overlapping pixels in

the ground truth and the experimental results are used to

determine recall and precision, and an evaluation based on

text bounding boxes. For the latter one, a bounding box is

deemed to be a correct match if the overlap with the ground

truth exceeds 80%. Table II shows the text detection results

of our video test data set.

C. Evaluation of Text Recognition

We applied the open-source OCR engine Tesseract2 for

the text recognition. The recognition evaluation is based on

the results of our preceding text detection, using test frames

containing English and German texts. Overall, we achieve

recognizing 85% of all characters and 74% of all words

correctly. To some extent this is due to some text passages

are set in special graphical and artistic fonts and are therefore

difficult to read by standard OCR libraries. We also evaluated

three popular print OCR engines Gocr 0.48 3, Tesseract and

Ocropus 4 by using our test frames.The results show that the

achieved word recognition rate of our system is two times

better than the best one of the three.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented an effective, robust

system for lecture video segmentation, text detection and

recognition. A novel slide video segmenter and a DCT-

based text detector have been developed and evaluated. To

2http://code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr/
3http://jocr.sourceforge.net/
4http://code.google.com/p/ocropus/

remove heterogeneous image backgrounds we have devel-

oped a novel adaptive contrast and brightness adjustment.

The results of our video segmentation, text detection and

recognition algorithms are suitable for content-based video

indexing and retrieval:

As the further work, the analysis of a lecture slides’ struc-

turing will take place by using text objects. Implementing

context- and dictionary-based post-processing will improve

the text recognition rate further.
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